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Abstract— The nonlinear flight control design with the hier-
archical dynamic inversion (HDI) and recursive control (RC)
approaches is presented based on the comprehensive model of
a quadrotor to implement the maneuvering flight in high speed
and large acceleration. The flight control design comprises
the kinematical control, command generation and dynamic
control design. The command generation is to convert the
required acceleration from the kinematical control into the
flight commands of the roll, pitch angles and the heave load
acceleration that the dynamic control laws can easily track. The
designed nonlinear flight control laws are verified in simulation
based on the comprehensive model of the quadrotor. The
simulation results demonstrate that the resulting closed-loop
system can successfully implement the maneuvering flight in
high speed and large acceleration as well as its robustness
against the model uncertainties is well. The introduction of the
derivative commands of the roll and pitch angles yields a novel
flight mode in which the quadrotor head points to a designated
direction while the quadrotor conducts the maneuvering flight.

I. INTRODUCTION

The autonomous flight control design has been attracting
in the academic research since it has the unmanned aerial
vehicles (UAVs) to fly autonomously without relying on the
control signal from the remote controllers or the ground
stations so that the UAVs can fly beyond the reachable range
of wireless. In order to achieve the objective, the autonomous
flight control design is essential. The autonomous flight is
categorized into the steady, maneuvering and super maneu-
vering flight in which the derivatives of the UAV ground
speed, flight pitch and azimuth angles are zero, constant and
non-constant respectively [23], [24].

Many researchers dedicated their effort to the objective by
applying various methods to design the autonomous flight
control laws [1], [4], [5], [6], [8], [9], [10], [13], [16], [17],
[18], [19], [20], [26], [27], [28], [29], [31]. Most of the flight
control designs for the quadrotors implemented the steady
flight of the quadrotors in low speed and small acceleration
[3], [7], [8], [11], [12], [15], [16], [25]. Therefore, such
qiadrotors are called as the air robots. In the flight control
design for the air robots, due to the low flight speed, the
effect of the flight motion and wind to the aerodynamic force
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and moment is ignorable and thus the aerodynamic force
and moment generated by the propellers can be regarded as
one-dimensional, along the symmetric axis of the propellers.
Most of the flight control design methods were proposed
based on this assumption [1], [2], [3], [6], [11], [14], [17],
[26], [30]. The robust control methods have to be taken to
reject the wind effect as the disturbances and thus the wind
effect is assumed bounded and small. In order to enhance the
quadrotors to implement the maneuvering flight in high speed
and large acceleration, the kinematical and aerodynamic
nonlinearities have to be considered in the flight control
design as well as the three-dimensional aerodynamic force
and moment. There is much left to achieve the autonomous
maneuvering flight of the quadrotors in high speed and large
acceleration. This motivated us to explore the advanced flight
control design techniques to achieve the objective.

The advanced flight control design involves not only the
nonlinear flight control design, but also the comprehensive
model of the quadrotors. The linearized model of the quadro-
tors at the hovering is not applicable to the advanced flight
control design since the nonlinear properties of the quadro-
tors become dominant in the maneuvering flight. Hence, the
comprehensive model of the quadrotors and the nonlinear
flight control design methods are necessary to the advanced
flight control design. As the comprehensive modeling of the
quadrotors is discussed in another manuscript, a comprehen-
sive model of the quadrotors is introduced and the nonlinear
flight control design for the quadrotors is the main concern
in this manuscript.

The hierarchical dynamic inversion (HDI) and recursive
control (RC) approaches were successfully applied to design
the maneuvering flight control laws for the fixed-wing and
rotary-wing aircraft [21], [22], [23]. The main idea of HDI
is to partition a system into a couple of the subsystems to
which the dynamic inversion is easily applicable. The chosen
control inputs of one subsystem become the references of
the next subsystem. The references of the first subsystem
are the real references of the system and the chosen control
inputs of the last subsystem are the real control inputs of
the system. The system control law is formed by integrating
those subsystem control laws. The feedback gains of the
series of the subsystems are chosen based on the time scale
to guarantee the stability of the resulting closed-loop system.
HDI is applicable to the kinematical nonlinearities and RC is
applicable to the aerodynamic nonlinearities. Therefore, they
are applied to design the maneuvering flight control laws for
the quadrotors. The derivative commands of the roll and pitch
angles are introduced to generate a novel flight mode of the
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quadrotors in which the quadrotor head points to a designated
direction while the quadrotor conducts the maneuvering
flight. The designed nonlinear flight control laws are verified
in simulation based on the comprehensive model of the
quadrotor. The simulation results will demonstrate that the
designed nonlinear flight control laws are successful to drive
the quadrotor to implement the maneuvering flight as well as
the quadrotor flies in a circular path while its head points to
a designated direction. Furthermore, the designed nonlinear
flight control laws show good robustness against the model
uncertainties.

The outline of the manuscript is as follows. The compre-
hensive model of a quadrotor will be introduced in the next
section. The nonlinear flight control laws will be designed
based on the comprehensive model in Section III. The
designed nonlinear flight control laws will be verified in
simulation in Section IV. Finally, the concluding remarks
will be drawn out.

II. MODEL OF QUADROTORS

A comprehensive model of a quadrotor is introduced for
the nonlinear flight control design. The model is derived with
the Newton’s laws and is presented as follows,

ṗgg = Vgg,

V̇gg = agg = ge3 + B′

gbanb, anb = Fb/mb,

ẋptp = Ωeωb, xptp := (φ θ ψ )
′

,

Jbω̇b = −

4
∑

k=1

Jrkω̇rke3

− ωb ×

(

Jbωb +

4
∑

k=1

Jrkωrke3

)

+ Mb,

(1)

where pgg, Vgg and agg denote the displacement, ground
velocity and acceleration of the quadrotor in the North-East-
down (NED) frame. φ, θ and ψ denote the roll, pitch and
yaw angles. ωb denotes the angular velocity of the quadrotor
with respect to the ground in the body frame. ωrk denotes the
spinning rate of the k-th rotor with respect to the quadrotor
in the body frame. g denotes the acceleration due to gravity.
e3 = ( 0 0 1 )

′. anb denotes the load acceleration in the
body frame. mb denotes the mass of the quadrotor and Jb
denotes the moment of inertia of the quadrotor with respect
to the body frame. Jrk denotes the moment of inertia of the
k-th rotor with respect to its symmetric axis. Bgb = BφBθBψ
denotes the transformation matrix from the NED frame to the
body frame.

Bφ =





1 0 0
0 Cφ Sφ
0 −Sφ Cφ



 , Bθ =





Cθ 0 −Sθ
0 1 0
Sθ 0 Cθ



 ,

Bψ=





Cψ Sψ 0
−Sψ Cψ 0
0 0 1



,Ωe=





1 TθSφ TθCφ
0 Cφ −Sφ
0 Sφ/Cθ Cφ/Cθ



 ,

where S⋆ := sin(⋆), C⋆ := cos(⋆) and ⋆ ∈ {φ, θ, ψ}. Tθ :=
tan θ. Fb and Mb denote the aerodynamic force and moment

generated by the four propellers and they are formulated in
the body frame as follows,

Fb =
4
∑

k=1

Fbk, Mb =
4
∑

k=1

Mbk, (2)

where Fbk and Mbk denote the aerodynamic force and mo-
ment generated by the k-th propeller and they are formulated
in the body frame.

By ignoring the dynamic transient process of the driving
electric current, the model of the rotors is formulated as first-
order and presented as follows,

ω̇rk = ark(ωrk − ωck),

ark = fak(δk),

ωck = fnk(δk, Va, θb),

(3)

for k ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. fak and fnk denote the functions that
are formulated in lookup tables with appropriate dimensions.
Va denotes the airspeed. θb denotes the angle between the
direction of the relative air flow to the quadrotors and the
upwards of the symmetric axis of the propellers and δk ∈
[0, 1] denotes the normalized input signal to the k-th motor
driver.

The aerodynamic force and moment generated by the
propellers are formulated in the propeller frame. The origin
of the propeller frame is at the mounted point of the blades.
Its Z axis is aligned with the symmetrical axis of the rotor
and the upwards is positive. Its X axis is on the plane
perpendicular to the symmetric axis of the rotor and toward
the in-plane relative air flow to the quadrotors. Its Y axis is
defined accordingly. If there is no in-plane relative air flow
to the quadrotors, the X axis of the propeller frame is aligned
with the X axis of the body frame. The transformation matrix
from the body frame to the propeller frame is given as
follows,

Bbp =





Cψb −Sψb 0
−Sψb −Cψb 0
0 0 −1



 , (4)

where C⋆ := cos(⋆), S⋆ := sin(⋆) and ⋆ represents ψb. ψb

denotes the angle of the projection of the air velocity of the
quadrotors to the XOY plane of the body frame to the X axis
of the body frame and it is positive to right. The aerodynamic
force and moment are presented as follows,

Fak = ffk(ωrk, Va, θb),

Mak = fmk(ωrk, Va, θb),
(5)

for k ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, Fak ∈ ℜ3 and Mak ∈ ℜ3 denote
the aerodynamic force and moment generated by the k-th
propeller and formulated in the propeller frame. ffk and fmk

denote the vector functions that are formulated in lookup
tables with appropriate dimensions. θb denotes the angle
between the Z axis of the propeller frame and the opposite
direction of the air velocity of the quadrotors.

The air velocity of the quadrotors is computed as follows,

Va





CθaCψb
CθaSψb
Sθa



=Va





CβCα
Sβ
CβSα



=Bgb(Vgg − Wgg), (6)
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Fig. 1. A schematic closed-loop system of the quadrotor

where C⋆ := cos(⋆) and S⋆ := sin(⋆), ⋆ ∈ {β, α, θa}. Va,
β and α denote the airspeed, angles of sideslip and attack
respectively. θa denotes the angle of the air velocity of the
quadrotors to the XOY plane of the body frame and the
downwards is positive. Wgg denotes the wind velocity with
respect to the ground in the NED frame. θb can be computed
as follows,

cos θb = − (CθaCψb CθaSψb Sθa ) (−e3),

θb = π/2− θa.
(7)

Eventually, the aerodynamic force and moment generated
by the four propellers are formulated in the body frame as
follows,

Fbk = B′

bpFak,

Mbk = B′

bpMak + prk × Fbk,
(8)

for k ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. prk denotes the position of the origin of
the k-th propeller frame in the body frame.

The complete model of the quadrotors is composed of
the dynamic models of the quadrotor body and the four
propellers. This completes the introduction of the quadrotor
model.

III. NONLINEAR FLIGHT CONTROL DESIGN

A schematic closed-loop flight control system of the
quadrotors is shown in Figure 1. The nonlinear flight
control law comprises the kinematical control law, command
generation and dynamic control law. As the nonlinearities
become dominant in the maneuvering flight, the hierarchi-
cal dynamic inversion (HDI) and recursive control (RC)
approaches [21], [22], [23] are applied to the nonlinear
flight control design. In the kinematical control design, the
acceleration is regarded as the control variable to track the
flight references. The command generation is nonlinearly to
convert the required acceleration into the flight commands of
the roll, pitch angles and the heave load acceleration as well
as the derivatives of the roll and pitch angles. The converted
solution is analytical. In the dynamic control design, the
control inputs are determined to track the flight commands
and heading reference. Note that the model is analytical
in the flight control design except that in the force and
moment allocation in which the propeller properties are used.
The resulting closed-loop system has the same robustness
against the model uncertainties as that with the linear control
design since the applied model transformations are analytical
and thus they are accurate. Next, we proceed to design the
nonlinear flight control law step by step.

A. Kinematical Control Design

As the designed nonlinear flight control law should be
applicable to the flight of the quadrotors in low/ high speed
and small/ large acceleration, the 4D/ 3D navigation has to
be considered in the kinematical control design. The choice
between the 4D and 3D navigation depends on the specific
flight tasks/ missions. The 4D navigation means that the
aircraft should arrive at the designated point at the given time
and the 3D navigation means that the aircraft should fly in
the given speed on the designated path.The 4D navigation
is applicable to track the motion of a particle and the 3D
navigation is applicable to follow a designated path. In the
low-speed flight, vertical flight and target tracking, the 4D
navigation is used and the 3D navigation is used when
there is appropriate horizontal flight speed to follow a path.
Subsequently, we proceed to the kinematical control design
in the two navigation ways. The two ways switch at the given
horizontal flight speeds.

1) 4D Navigation: The objective of the 4D navigation is
to track the motion of a particle as follows,

ṗggr = Vggr,

V̇ggr = aggr,
(9)

where pggr, Vggr and aggr denote the position, ground
velocity and acceleration of the reference particle in the NED
frame. In order to remove the steady-state bias, an auxiliary
integrator is introduced as follows,

ėpgg = pgg − pggr, (10)

where epgg denotes the state variable of the integrator. With
the auxiliary integrator, the translational equations in Eq.(1)
and Eq.(9), the augmented systems can be written as follows,

ẋpt = Aptxpt + BptuVgg,

ėVgg = upt,
(11)

where xpt and uVgg denote the state and control variables of
the augmented system.

xpt :=

(

epgg
ėpgg

)

, Apt =

[

0 I
0 0

]

, Bpt =

[

0
I

]

,

uVgg = eVgg := Vgg − Vggr, upt := agg − aggr,

where I denotes the identity matrix with appropriate dimen-
sions. Note that such partition of the kinematical system is
to design the position control law and the velocity control
law separately. If it intends to design the position and
velocity control laws together, one augmented system can
be constructed.

A linear control law can be designed to stabilize the first
equation of Eq.(11) as follows,

uVgg = Fpggxpt, (12)

where Fpgg is the feedback gain matrix chosen so that (Apt+
BptFpgg) is asymptotically stable. If eVgg is regarded as the
control variable, eVggc, it is given as follows,

eVggc := uVgg, (13)
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Another linear control law can be designed to track eVggc

along the second equation of Eq.(11) as follows,

upt = FVgg(eVgg − eVggc), (14)

where FVgg is the feedback gain matrix chosen so that FVgg

is asymptotically stable. If agg is regarded as the control
variable, aggc, it is given as follows,

aggc := upt + aggr. (15)

The acceleration command has been generated in the 4D
navigation. Next, we generate the acceleration command in
the 3D navigation.

2) 3D Navigation: The objective of the 3D navigation
is to follow a designated path. The ground velocity of the
quadrotor is presented as follows,

Vgg = Vg (CθsCψs CθsSψs −Sθs )
′

, (16)

where C⋆ := cos(⋆), S⋆ := sin(⋆) and ⋆ ∈ {θs, ψs}. Vg,
θs and ψs denote the ground speed, flight pith and azimuth
angles of the plant respectively. Let pggr be the mapping
point in the NED frame of the position of the quadrotor on
the designated path with minimal relative horizontal distance.
The expected ground speed at the mapping point is Vgr
and the expected pitch and azimuth angles are θsr and ψsr

respectively. In order to remove the steady state bias, an
auxiliary integrator is introduced as follows,

ėptf = Btf(pgg − pggr), (17)

where eptf denotes the state variable of the integrator and
Btf = Bψsr is a transformation matrix from the NED frame
to the tracking frame.

Bψsr =





Cψsr Sψsr 0
−Sψsr Cψsr 0

0 0 1



 ,

where C⋆ := cos(⋆), S⋆ := sin(⋆) and ⋆ represents ψsr.
By differentiating Eq.(17), we can derive as follows,

ëptf + ωtf × ėptf = Btf(ṗgg − ṗggr), (18)

where ωtf denotes the angular velocity of the tracking frame
with respect to the NED frame and is formulated in the
tracking frame. Based on Eq.(17) and Eq.(18), an augmented
system can be written as follows,

ẋph = Aphxph + Bphuph, (19)

where xph and uph denote the state and control variables of
Eq. ( 19).

xph :=

(

E23eptf
E23ėptf

)

, E23 =

[

0 1 0
0 0 1

]

,

Aph =

(

0 I
0 0

)

, Bph =

(

0
I

)

,

uph := E23[−ωtf × ėptf + Btf(ṗgg − ṗggr)].

A linear control law can be designed to stabilize Eq.(19)
as follows,

uph = Fphxph, (20)

where Fph is the feedback gain matrix chosen so that (Aph+
BphFph) is asymptotically stable. If

eθs := θs − θsr, and

eψs := ψs − ψsr

are regarded as the control variables, eθsc and eψsc, they can
be computed as follows,

eψsc := arcsin(uvx),

eθsc := arcsin((uvy)− θsr,
(21)

where (uvx uvy )
′

:= B−1
vsduv,

Bvsd = diag (VgCθs −Vg ) ,

uv = uph + E23(ωtf × ėptf) + Vgv

= uph + Vgv,

Vgv = ( 0 −VgrSθsr )
′

,

C⋆ := cos(⋆), S⋆ := sin(⋆) and ⋆ represents θsr. Note that
the first element of ėptf is zero because pggr is the mapping
point of pgg on the designated path with the minimal relative
horizontal distance.

Subsequently, the flight velocity control design is based
on the error equations that are given as follows,

eVg := Vg − Vgr,

ėVg = uVg := V̇g − V̇gr,

ėθs = uθs := θ̇s − θ̇sr,

ėψs = uψs := ψ̇s − ψ̇sr,

(22)

where uVg, uθs and uψs denote the control variables. An
auxiliary integrator is introduced to remove the steady-state
bias as follows,

ėiVg = eVg, (23)

where eiVg is the state variable of the integrator. Therefore,
with the integrator and the first two equations of Eq. (22),
an augmented system is written as follows,

ẋVg = AVgxVg + BVguVg, (24)

where xVg denotes the state variable of the augmented
system and

xVg :=

(

eiVg

ėiVg

)

, AVg =

[

0 1
0 0

]

, BVg =

[

0
1

]

.

Then, a linear control law can be designed to stabilize the
augmented system as follows,

uVg = FVgxVg, (25)

where FVg is the feedback gain matrix chosen so that (AVg+
BVgFVg) is asymptotically stable. If V̇g is regarded as the
control variable, V̇gc, it is given as follows,

V̇gc := uVg + V̇gr. (26)
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Another two linear control laws can be designed to track
eθsc and eψsc along the last two equations of Eq. (22)
respectively as follows,

uθs = Fθs(eθs − eθsc),

uψs = Fψs(eψs − eψsc),
(27)

where Fθs and Fψs denote the negative feedback gains. If
θ̇s and ψ̇s are regarded as the control variables, θ̇sc and ψ̇sc

respectively, they are given as follows,

θ̇sc := uθs + θ̇sr,

ψ̇sc := uψs + ψ̇sr.
(28)

Eventually, the acceleration command, aggc, is given as
follows,

aggc := B′

gsagsc, (29)

where Bgs = BθsBψs, Basd = diag ( 1 VgCθs −Vg ) and

agsc = Basd





V̇gc
ψ̇sc

θ̇sc



 , Bθs =





Cθs 0 −Sθs
0 1 0
Sθs 0 Cθs



 .

The acceleration command has been generated in the 3D
navigation. This completes the kinematical control design.
Subsequently, we move to design of the command genera-
tion.

B. Design of Command Generation

The purpose of the command generation is to convert the
required acceleration command into the flight commands of
the roll, pitch angles and the heave load acceleration as well
as the derivatives of the roll and pitch angles. The intro-
duction of the derivative commands generates a novel flight
mode in which the quadrotor head points to a designated
direction while the quadrotor executes a circular flight. The
converted solution of the flight commands is analytical and
the conversion is based on the nonlinear algebraic equation
as follows,

agg = ge3 + B′

gbanb. (30)

The equation can be written as follows,

B′

θB′

φanb = Bψ(aggc − ge3). (31)

Note that Bgb = BφBθBψ. Then, if the roll and pitch
angles and heave load acceleration are regarded as the flight
commands, φc, θc and anzc, they can be solved out from the
equation. The solution is nonlinear but analytical, which is
given as follows,.

φc=arcsin





agy
√

a2ny + a2nz



−arctan

(

any
−anz

)

,

θc=−arcsin





agx
√

a2nx + a2nyz



+arctan

(

anx
−anyz

)

,

anzc = (agz + Sθcanx − SφcCθcany)/(CφcCθc),

(32)

where anyz = anySφc+ anzCφc, S⋆ := sin(⋆), C⋆ := cos(⋆)
and ⋆ ∈ {φc, θc}. ( agx agy agz )

′

= Bψ(aggc − ge3),
( anx any anz )

′

= anb.
However, it is necessary to consider the derivative com-

mands of the roll and pitch angles. In the horizontal turning,
θ̇s = 0, Eq. (31) can be rewritten as follows,

BψnBgbB′

ψsagh = ānb, (33)

where agh = B′

θsagsc− ge3, anb = B′

ψnānb. Bψn denotes the
transformation matrix from the body frame to the half body
frame and

Bψn =





Cψn Sψn 0
−Sψn Cψn 0
0 0 1



 ,

C⋆ := cos(⋆), S⋆ := sin(⋆) and ⋆ represents ψn. ψn denotes
the yaw angle of the half body frame with respect to the
body frame. By differentiating the transformation matrices
in Eq. (33), it can be derived as follows,

B′

φθB′

ψnΩnBψnBφθ + B′

φθΩbBφθ

= BψB′

ψsΩsBψsB
′

ψ = Ωs,
(34)

where Bφθ = BφBθ .

Ωb=





0 −ωz ωy

ωz 0 −ωx

−ωy ωx 0



, Ωs=





0 −1 0
1 0 0
0 0 0



 ψ̇s,

Ωn=





0 −1 0
1 0 0
0 0 0



ψ̇n, Bφθ=





Cθ 0 −Sθ
SφSθ Cφ SφCθ
CφSθ −Sφ CφCθ



,

where (ωx ωy ωz )
′

= ωb. Let

( b1 b2 b3 ) = Bφθ.

Then,
b′

1(Ωb +Ωn)b2 = −ψ̇s,

b′

1(Ωb +Ωn)b3 = 0,

b′

2(Ωb +Ωn)b3 = 0,

(35)

that is




Sθ −CθSφ −CθCφ
0 Cφ −Sφ

−Cθ −SθSφ −SθCφ



 (ω + e3ψ̇n) = −e1ψ̇s, (36)

where e1 = ( 1 0 0 )
′. As

ω =





ωx

ωy

ωz



 =





1 0 −Sθ
0 Cφ SφCθ
0 −Sφ CφCθ









φ̇
θ̇
ψ̇



 ,





−Sθ 0 1
0 −1 0
Cθ 0 0









φ̇
θ̇
ψ̇



+





CθCφ
Sφ
SθCφ



 ψ̇n = e1ψ̇s,

Therefore, the derivative commands of the roll and pitch
angles are given as follows,





φ̇c
θ̇c
ψ̇n



 :=





φ̇
θ̇
ψ̇n



 =





−Sθ
CθTφ
CθC

−1
φ



 (ψ̇s − ψ̇), (37)
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where Tφ := tanφ. By differentiating the derivative com-
mands, the second-order derivative commands can be given
as follows,
(

φ̈c
θ̈c

)

:=

(

φ̈
θ̈

)

=

(

−C2
θTφ

−SθCθ(S
2
φ + 1)C−2

φ

)

(ψ̇s − ψ̇)2

+

(

−Sθ
CθTφ

)

(ψ̈s − ψ̈).

(38)
Evidently, when ψ̇ = ψ̇s, φ̇c = 0, θ̇c = 0 and ψ̇n = 0. It

means that the commands of the roll and pitch angles are
constant and the half body frame is equivalent to the body
frame in which ψn may be a nonzero constant. This proves
that the conventional design of the command generation is
correct in which the derivatives of the yaw angle and flight
azimuth angle are same. In order to compute the derivative
commands of the roll and pitch angles, the derivatives of both
ψs and ψ are replaced by the corresponding derivatives of ψsr

and ψr respectively. This completes the design of command
generation. Next, we proceed to the dynamic control design.

C. Dynamic Control Design

The objective of the dynamic control design is to deter-
mine the control inputs to drive the quadrotor to track the
flight commands and the heading reference. The dynamic
control design contains the attitude control design and the
force and moment allocation.

1) Attitude Control Design: The attitude control design is
based on the strap down and rotation equations of Eq. (1) by
ignoring the effect from the four rotors. In order to remove
the steady state bias, an auxiliary integrator is introduced as
follows,

ėψ = ψ − ψr, (39)

where eψ denotes the state variable of the integrator and ψr

denotes the reference of the heading direction. Then, with
the integrator, the strap down and rotation equations of Eq.
(1) by ignoring the effect from the four rotors, an augmented
system can be formulated as follows,

ėptp = Aptpeptp + Bptpuptp, (40)

where eptp and uptp denote the state and control variables
of the augmented system.

eptp=





eψ
xptp − rptp
ẋptp − ṙptp



, xptp=





φ
θ
ψ



, rptp=





φc
θc
ψr



,

Aptp =





0 e′3 0
0 0 I
0 0 0



 , Bptp =





0
0
I



 ,

uptp :=ΩdeΩeωb+ΩeJ
−1
b [−ωb×(Jbωb)+Mb]−r̈ptp,

Ωde =
( ∂Ωe

∂φ
ωb

∂Ωe

∂θ
ωb 0

)

.

A linear control law can be designed to stabilize the
augment system as follows,

uptp = Fptpeptp, (41)
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Fig. 2. The distribution of the four propellers.

where Fptp is the feedback gain matrix chosen so that
(Aptp+BptpFptp) is asymptotically stable. If Mb is regarded
as the control variable, Mbc, it can be computed as follows,

Mbc :=JbΩ−1
e (uptp+r̈ptp−ΩdeΩeωb)+ωb×(Jbωb). (42)

This completes the attitude control design. Next, we proceed
to the force and moment allocation.

2) Force and Moment Allocation: The distribution of the
four propellers is schematically shown in Figure 2. In the
figure, the body frame of the quadrotor is defined as Ob −
XbYbZb. The four propellers are installed on a plane and in
a square. Ok denotes the mounted point of the blades in the
k-th propeller (the origin of the k-th propeller frame) and Ωk

denotes the spinning rate of the k-th rotor for k ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}.
Note that the rotor 1 and 3 rotate clockwise and the rotor 2
and 4 rotate counter clockwise.

The objective of the force and moment allocation is
to determine the control inputs with the property of the
propellers to satisfy the required aerodynamic force and
moment as follows,

Fmc = Fm, (43)

where Fmc and Fm denote the required and generated aero-
dynamic force and moment respectively. They are formulated
as follows,

Fmc :=

(

mbanzc
Mbc

)

, Fm =

4
∑

k=1

(

e′3Fbk

Mbk

)

,

Fbk and Mbk are defined in Eq. (8) as Fbk = B′

bpFak, Mbk =
B′

bpMak+prk×Fbk for k ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} and prk denotes the
coordinates of Ok in the body frame.

Since the spinning rates of the rotors are immeasurable,
the steady properties of the propellers have to be used to
determine the control inputs, δ = ( δ1 δ2 δ3 δ4 )

′. There
are two steps to determine the control inputs. The first step
is to determine the spinning rate commands of the rotors and
then to determine the control inputs of the motors. Because of
the aerodynamic nonlinearities, the RC approach is applied
to determine the spinning rate commands and the control
inputs in assumptions that

Gω :=
∂Fm

∂ωr

and Gδk :=
∂fnk
∂δk

, k ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}
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are Lipschitz continuous in ωr and δk respectively. fnk is
defined in Eq. (3). Let

Fmc = Fm(ωrc,i−1, Va, θb)

+ Gω(ωrc,i−1, Va, θb)(ωrc − ωrc,i−1),
(44)

where ωrc,i−1 denotes the spinning rate command in the (i-
1)-th step. ωrc denotes the spinning rate command to be
determined.

Then, if Gω is invertible, the spinning rate command of
the rotors in the i-th step, ωrc,i, can be calculated as follows,

ωrc,i = ωrc,i−1 + G−1
ω (ωrc,i−1, Va, θb)

× [Fmc − Fm(ωrc,i−1, Va, θb)] .
(45)

Next, the control inputs are determined by tracking the
spinning rate command of the rotors. Let

ωrc,ki = fnk(δki−1, Va, θb)

+Gδk(δki−1, Va, θb)(δk − δki−1),
(46)

for k ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. (ωrc,1i ωrc,2i ωrc,3i ωrc,4i )
′

=
ωrc,i. ωrc,ki denotes the spinning rate command of the k-
th rotor in the i-th step. δki−1 denotes the control input to
the k-th motor in the (i-1)-th step.

Then, if Gδk is invertible, the control input, δki, to the k-th
motor in the i-th step can be computed as follows,

δki = δki−1 +G−1
δk (δki−1, Va, θb)

× [ωrc,ki − fnk(δki−1, Va, θb)] ,
(47)

for k ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. This completes the force and moment
allocation. Note that the feedback gains of the series of the
subsystems should be chosen according to the time scale to
guarantee the stability of the resulting closed-loop system.
The bandwidth of the propellers limits the choice of the
feedback gains for the attitude control and thus it limits
the flight performances of the resulting closed-loop system.
This completes the nonlinear flight control design. Next,
we proceed to verification of the designed nonlinear flight
control laws.

IV. SIMULATION

The designed nonlinear flight control laws are verified in
simulation on the comprehensive model of the quadrotor in
six cases to evaluate the maneuvering flight performances
and robustness against the model uncertainties.

1) FC A: the normal nonlinear flight control law. The
accurate aerodynamic models of the propellers are used
in the force and moment allocation. The 4D navigation
is switched into the 3D navigation when the horizontal
speed is more than 0.875 m/s and the 3D navigation is
switched into the 4D navigation when the horizontal
speed is less than 0.625 m/s.

2) FC Ar: the reduced nonlinear flight control law. The
aerodynamic models of the propellers only along the
symmetric axis of the propellers are used in the force
and moment allocation and the other is the same as
that in FC A.

3) FC Az: no derivative command. The derivative com-
mands of the roll and pitch angles are set to zero and
the other is the same as that in FC A.

4) FC B: the normal nonlinear flight control law with
the 4D navigation only. The 4D navigation is used
in the kinematical control, no switch from/to.the 3D
navigation happens and the other is the same as that
in FC A.

5) FC Br: the reduced nonlinear flight control law with
the 4D navigation only. The 4D navigation is used
in the kinematical control, no switch from/to.the 3D
navigation happens and the other is the same as that
in FC Ar.

6) FC Bz: no derivative command with the 4D navigation
only. The 4D navigation is used in the kinematical
control, no switch from/to.the 3D navigation happens
and the other is the same as that in FC Az.

The feedback gains are chosen according to the time scale
to guarantee the stability of the resulting closed-loop system.
The bandwidth of the position is chosen as 0.05Hz, the
bandwidth of the velocity (flight speed and direction) is
0.2Hz and the bandwidth of the roll and pitch angles is 1Hz.
The bandwidth of the yaw angle is 0.5Hz as it is independent
from any other subsystem. Note that the bandwidth of the
actuators is about 2.5Hz. The sampling frequency in the
simulation is chosen as 50Hz.

In the simulation, the quadrotor is driven to fly in low/high
speed and small/large acceleration to conduct the line and
circular flight while the quadrotor head points to a designated
direction. The quadrotor hovers at an initial point for a
period, then accelerates in 2m/s2 to the given speed to fly
over a distance in a line, flies in a circle for ten rounds,
comes back to fly over a distance in the line, decelerates in
2m/s2 to fly in the line and finally hovers at another point.
During the flight, the quadrotor head points to 30deg.

Figure 3 to 10 display the responses of the resulting
closed-loop systems with FC A and FC Ar respectively.
The simulation results demonstrate that the resulting closed-
loop systems can successfully execute the maneuvering flight
in low/high speed and small/large acceleration. FC A and
FC Ar can achieve almost same flight performances and
it implies that the robustness of the resulting closed-loop
systems against the model uncertainties is well.

Figure 11 to 14 display the responses of the resulting
closed-loop systems with FC B and FC Br respectively. The
simulation results demonstrate that the resulting closed-loop
system with FC B can successfully execute the maneuvering
flight in low/high speed and small/large acceleration. But
that with FC Br cannot track the circular path well and the
tracking errors do not converge to zero. It implies that the
robustness of the resulting closed-loop systems against the
model uncertainties is not well.

Figure 15 to 18 displays the responses of the resulting
closed-loop systems with FC A, FC Az, FC B and FC
Bz respectively. The simulation results demonstrate that the
resulting closed-loop systems with FC Az and FC Bz cannot
track the circular path well and the tracking errors are
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significant. It implies that the derivative commands of the roll
and pitch angles are important to implement the maneuvering
flight.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The nonlinear flight control laws have been successfully
designed with the hierarchical dynamic inversion (HDI)
and recursive control (RC) approaches for the quadrotor to
implement the maneuvering flight in low/high speed and
small/large acceleration. It is shown that the robustness of
the resulting closed-loop system against the model uncer-
tainties is well. Because of the introduction of the derivative
commands of the roll and pitch angles, a novel flight mode
of the quadrotors is yielded in which the quadrotor head
points to a designated direction while the quadrotor conducts
the maneuvering flight. The introduction of the derivative
commands evidently proves that the conventional command
generation is correctly designed in which the derivative
commands of the roll and pitch angles are zero as the
derivatives of the yaw angle and the flight azimuth angle are
same. The methods are applicable to the flight control design
of the rotary-wing and fixed-wing aerial vehicles. The future
work is to theoretically prove the stability of the resulting
closed-loop system with the methods.
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Fig. 3. The flight trajectories in the NED frame, Vg = 1 m/s.

Fig. 4. The responses of the displacement, yaw angle and tracking errors,
Vg = 1 m/s.

Fig. 5. The responses of the Euler angles and angular rates, Vg = 1 m/s.

Fig. 6. The control inputs and the responses of the load acceleration,
Vg = 1 m/s.
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Fig. 7. The flight trajectories in the NED frame, Vg = 20 m/s.

Fig. 8. The responses of the displacement, yaw angle and tracking errors,
Vg = 20 m/s.

Fig. 9. The responses of the Euler angles and angular rates, Vg = 20 m/s.

Fig. 10. The control inputs and the responses of the load acceleration,
Vg = 20 m/s.
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Fig. 11. The flight trajectories in the NED frame, Vg = 1 m/s.

Fig. 12. The responses of the displacement, yaw angle and tracking errors,
Vg = 1 m/s.
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Fig. 13. The flight trajectories in the NED frame, Vg = 20 m/s.

Fig. 14. The responses of the displacement, yaw angle and tracking errors,
Vg = 20 m/s.
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Fig. 15. The flight trajectories in the NED frame, Vg = 1 m/s.

Fig. 16. The responses of the displacement, yaw angle and tracking errors,
Vg = 1 m/s.
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Fig. 17. The flight trajectories in the NED frame, Vg = 1 m/s.

Fig. 18. The responses of the displacement, yaw angle and tracking errors,
Vg = 1 m/s.
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